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UfP at PeaceJam Nobel Peace Laureate Conference
UfP Chair Vijay Mehta attended the lecture and honouring of
Nobel Peace Laureate Leymah Gbowee of Liberia at the special
conference hosted by PeaceJam UK at Winchester University on
10 March 2017 with 200 people present. He was accompanied by
Mrs Shanti Mehta and daughter Renu, founder of Fortune Forum
charity, for the distinguished gathering including Joy Carter, ViceChancellor of Winchester University and many NGO
representatives.
Leymah Gbowee received the Nobel Peace Prize in 2011 for her
leadership of a nonviolent women's movement that unified
Christians and Muslims in the common purpose of ending Liberia's
14-year-long civil war. Outraged by the senseless violence
engulfing the country, Gbowee became a leading voice for an end
to the war, and led women of Liberia in mass action creating a
peace movement which finally ousted the dictator Charles Taylor.

From left to right: Renu Mehta (Founder Fortune Forum), Leymah Gbowee
(Nobel Peace Prize Winner), Vijay Mehta (Chair, Uniting for Peace), Jane
Rutter (Mayor of Winchester)

Vijay Mehta reports on her lecture: "She stressed the sense of our common humanity – at its deepest flowing from a
mystical experience of 'Oneness'– as essential for peace-building. Inner peace contributes vitally to world peace, and
the roots of lasting peace are found in the world's great religious and spiritual traditions. Non-violence, nurtured by
inner peace, unity and spiritual development, will lead to universal peace. Sensing the oneness of the human family and
all life is the wellspring of compassion and commitment to human rights, peace-building, non-violence, reverence for
all life. Without this starting point, terrorism and wars cannot be contained."

2017 Spring Conference Confronts Global Terrorism
2017 UfP Spring Conference on 'Global Terrorism: The Peace
Movement Response' – proved tragically very relevant, being held
March 25 – only three days after the Westminster terrorist
incident. 100 people packed Wesley's Chapel, London, for the
event held with PeaceJam, an organisation "for empowerment of
young people for positive lives for peace." [Morning AGM had
reports on 2016-17 UfP work, election of 2017-18 officers, etc:
see website]. Chair Rita Payne [UfP Vice-President] began by
quoting author Patrick Cockburn that people had 'disconnect'
between events in Middle East and Europe. "Separating the two
helps politicians not face up to the deep causes of terrorism."
For H.E. Claus Grube, Danish Ambassador to UK, former Danish
Foreign Affairs Secretary of State, terrorism was "an ever present

danger: no complete guarantee against attacks is possible".
Ensuring maximum safety and upholding human rights were both
essential. Denmark, which had suffered terrorism, was in the
coalition fighting ISIS in Iraq and Syria, "but defeating ISIS
militarily will not be enough; underlying grievances must be
addressed." Denmark had a community cohesion and antiradicalisation plan [including tackling misuse of religion] involving
many stakeholders in local dialogue and cooperation, and antiterrorism aid to Middle East countries. ISIS propaganda needed
unequivocal rejection; UN anti-terrorism action was urgently
needed. Was military action against ISIS wise? Ambassador
Grube: "The international community could not remain passive
while it terrorised its people, but we recognise military action
makes us vulnerable to attack."
Fiona Macaulay, Professor of Peace Studies, Bradford University,
and Director, PeaceJam UK, said group bonding and desire for
recognition and meaning were powerful factors pushing some
marginalised and 'humiliated' people towards jihadist extremism
and UK fascist groups eg. English Defence League. Hatred
currently prevalent on social media showed dangerous
introspection and a divisive 'Us and Them' mentality needing
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EDITORIAL: Advancing a Peace Agenda 2017-2018
Following UfP-PeaceJam's conference on 'Global Terrorism – The
Peace Movement Response' [p.1-2], a 10-point Plan of Principles
and Policies to Counter Terrorism' was sent to the Prime Minister
and other party leaders. Programmes to advance community
harmony, switching resources from the military to anti-terrorist
intelligence, following UN guidelines on terrorism and a foreign
policy based on dialogue and conflict prevention not military
interventions, were among key proposals. Very appreciative
responses were received eg. from the Scottish Government and most significantly – from Rt. Hon. Ben Wallace MP, Minister of
State [Home Office – Security]. He stated UfP's plan contained
'thoughtful recommendations' to counter terrorism and
extremism, especially on community cohesion, and thanked UfP
for its efforts as a civil society organisation "in advancing unity
and peace in the world." UfP plans to continue dialogue with HM
Government and political leaders on this critical issue.

Much inimical to peace afflicts the world: sectarian and regional
power wars in Middle East, ISIS resurgent in Libya and
Philippines, vicious conflicts from Yemen to Afghanistan, global
inequality, populist nationalism and Islamophobia rising in Europe,
to specify but some. In this context, UfP's efforts to build a
peaceful world remain urgently necessary. Therefore UfP's rest-ofyear programme is ambitious, eg: Peace Stall at Labour Party
Conference [September, Brighton], Erskine Childers Lecture on
"Saving Succeeding Generations from the Scourge of War - Is UN
Capable of Building a Peaceful World?" [October] and Annual
Conference on "World Religions and Peace" [25 November]. 2018
sees a UfP International Youth Conference for youth empowerment to build a future generation of peace leaders. We welcome
support and donations from our members – and especially, please
join us for these important events promoting peace and justice.

continued from front page

solutions' worsening the situation, but recognise its complex
causes – historical grievances, wars in Muslim-majority lands,
religious intolerance and social polarisation closely linked to
injustice, austerity, globalisation and failure of the neo-liberal
economic model causing inequality and marginalisation. Reaffirming the essential oneness of all humanity, compassion and
commitment to human rights and non-violence, were basic to
ending terrorism and building lasting peace. 'Ten Ways to Stop
Terrorism' included: the West must cease regime changes causing
extremist take-overs, stop drone strikes which only recruited
terrorists, and end backing regimes funding terrorism, eg. Saudi
Arabia. A 12-point plan to counter terrorism and build peace was
set out [Full speech on UfP website].

Vijay Mehta (UfP Chair) & Brian Cooper (UfP Co-ordinator)

'emotional engagement' response. False and violent concepts of
masculinity among some young men had to be reversed: "we
must make peace 'cool' for boys." Girls needed encouragement to
be 'peace leaders'. For Makram Khoury-Machool, Founding
Director, European Centre for Study of Extremism [Cambridge],
terrorism was "end-product of a long line of causes and issues:
the extremism-radicalisation-terrorism sequence expresses social
disfunctionality." Public discourse around terrorism needed to be
de-militarised and shift "from emotional exaggeration to
programmes of betterment." UK had 32 centres for conflict
studies, but urgent research for peacemaking was inadequate.
Rev. Brian Cooper [UfP Churches/Inter-Faith Secretary] saw
jihadist terrorism of Al-Qaeda and ISIS driven by a heretical
apocalyptic version of fundamentalist Islam, ultra-fanatical and
hate-filled, at war with Muslim regimes deemed impure and the
wider non-Muslim world. Revenge against the West over the fall of
the Ottoman Empire and decades of economic exploitation,
political manipulation and military interventions, was prominent in
the theological-political world-views of Iranian revolutionary
Ayatollah Khomeini and Osama Bin Laden. The latter had declared
to the West "now is time for you to feel our pain." Misuse of
religion for violence historically had occurred in most faith
traditions, seemingly from earliest eras: Old Testament books
Deuteronomy 31 & Joshua 6 & 8 recorded ancient Israelite
genocide against enemies. In Europe political terrorism ranged
from 19th-century Russian Nihilists to 1970s German BaaderMeinhof and IRA in UK. Jihadist terrorism was more dangerous:
ultra-violent, religious-political in nature, not open to negotiation,
and a global civilisational threat. It was vital UK Muslim
communities felt fully integrated and government should help
resource local inter-faith programmes for community harmony.

Rev. Dr. Marcus Braybrooke [President, World Congress of
Faiths] stressed the importance of faith-driven forgiveness and
reconciliation for lasting peace-building. "Reminded today of the
injustice and oppression experienced by so many in our world, I
realise again how many of these conflicts are rooted in the past,
in memories of the suffering of parents or grandparents. This
makes learning to forgive, of which all faiths speak, so urgent."
The great faiths "encourage us to hope however gloomy the world
situation." The artist Naum Gabo, asked in World War Two why
he continued his art amid so much destruction, replied "to keep
alive the vision of the new world of which we dreamed." While
religions were so often part of the problem, "at their best they too
point to the just and peaceful world of our dreams." Open Forum
discussed 'tax rebellion' against military spending, global
corporations profiting from wars, interpreting terrorism as 'anticolonial', peace education and individuals' role in peace-building.
Caroline Millman, PeaceJam Chair, explained it worked with
Nobel Peace Laureates eg. Desmond Tutu, for 'education,
inspiration, action' for peace, especially among and with older
teenagers, young adults, teachers and youth workers: mentoring,
getting teenagers talking, community action and resourcing peace
education. "We are forming a core of peace activists." PeaceJam's
finale workshop by Peter Barter and Luke Addison focused on
promoting peace convictions among young people was a truly
uplifting finale to a most memorable event.

UfP Chair Vijay Mehta urged sense of proportion in current
debate on terrorism. "20,000 die daily from hunger and
preventable diseases: this is never mentioned." 2015 saw 300
mass shootings in USA: 1% were committed by Muslims – only
those were deemed terrorism. No Middle East country had
attacked a Western one. Terrorism had become excuse for
increased military spending, only benefiting arms industries.
Politicians should not react to terrorism with 'simplistic, aggressive

Makram Khoury-Machool

Rev. Brian Cooper
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Vijay Mehta

Report by Brian Cooper & Rosemary Addington
[Full Report see UfP Website. ~ Film see ref: https://youtu.be/AtiG1KkUj4l]

Rev.Dr.Marcus Braybrooke
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EDINBURGH EVENT CONFRONTS POPULIST DANGERS
Confronting the threats to peace
and especially Europe's far-right
posed by populist politics,
movements: Front National in
analysing its appeal, and exploring
France, Alternative fur Deutschland
faith-based responses, were key
and Pegida [People Against
themes of UfP's April 27 Edinburgh
Islamisation of Europe] in Germany
event on 'Faith, Peace and Global
and Five Star in Italy. Key features
Politics in the Age of President
of this populism, variously found in
Trump'. Organised by UfP Intersuch movements, were: racial and
Faith,
Edinburgh
Inter-Faith
religious intolerance especially
Association and the imams of
Islamophobia; narrow and inwardAnnandale Street Mosque [the
looking vision; appeals to fear and
Left to right – Imam Amin Buxton, Imam Hassan Rabbani,
venue], it attracted some seventy
hate, unreason and xenophobia;
Mohammed Aslam and Rev. Brian Cooper
people. Mosque council member
isolationism; scapegoating of 'the
Mr. Mohammed Aslam opened by stressing the vital importance
other' and minorities; creation of division; rejection of
of co-operation among faiths to promote peace, with the three
compassion. "By playing on base instincts – and never talking
Abrahamic religions – Judaism, Christianity and Islam - having a
about human rights, safeguarding minorities, solidarity and
special responsibility to do so.
internationalism – populist parties present a fundamental moral
challenge to long-held social ethics shared by Jews, Christians,
Professor Jolyon Mitchell [Director, Centre for Theology and
Muslims and Enlightenment humanists. The very notion of
Public Issues, Edinburgh University], centred his discussion of
compassion, rooted in Europe's Judaeo-Christian heritage, is
'Faith and Peace-Building in a Divided World' around global images
absent from populism."
of separation walls in and between many countries – from

In this age of dislocation and anxiety caused by globalisation,
financial crash and terrorist threat, populists appealed to the
West's victims of globalisation – marginalised individuals and
communities neglected by political elites, offering dangerously
simplistic nationalist solutions. Recalling Europe's darker past,
such menaced social and international peace. "Against their
preaching of fear, division and hate, faiths together must re-affirm
hope, solidarity and harmony."

Northern Ireland, Cyprus and India-Pakistan to Morocco[Western
Sahara], Israel-Palestine and USA-Mexico, as well as fences on
EU's south-eastern frontiers to stop Middle East refugees. The
past twelve years had seen some 6000 miles of new separation
barriers erected in sixty-five countries. To
overcome such
divisions and build lasting peace required "action at many levels":
by leaders at top-level, by local activists and communities at
grassroots-level, and "at the often neglected middle-level where
religious leaders are very important." Reflecting on the spiritual
dynamics of opposing populism, Imam Amin Buxton
[Annandale Street Mosque] declared "rectifying the heart of the
individual" vital "to help rectify the world." Aggressive posturing
by world leaders based on 'saving face' expressed their pride and
desire to control. 'Purification of the soul' was very important for
creating non-violence and reconciliation. The current time of great
uncertainty – also "a deeply irreligious age" – urgently called for
"a pact of the virtuous", unity of all faiths against oppression, and
solidarity of "the wise against the corrupt".

Imam Hassan Rabbani [Annandale Street Mosque] expressed
anxiety and sadness over rising Islamophobia in UK: the current
situation of Muslims in terms of discrimination and hostility
experienced in society was "much worse than ten years ago". It
was becoming reminiscent of the 1920s, when Scotland's small
Muslim community encountered hostility because wrongly
associated with the Ottoman Empire. Hostility derived from
ignorance and lack of contact, so it was very important that
Muslims engaged with the non-Muslim community: "we need to
build bridges" eg. by opening mosques to the general public. The
Open Forum urged ongoing closer cooperation of faith
communities to understand and tackle these issues.

Rev. Brian Cooper [UfP Churches/Inter-Faith Secretary]
analysed 'Populism and its Moral Challenges', discussing ethical
dimensions of President Trump's election in USA, UK's Brexit vote,

Report by Rev. Brian Cooper [full report see UfP website]

BOOK REVIEWS
The 2003 US-UK invasion of Iraq was catastrophic
for the whole Middle East, unleashing forces leading
to mass migration crisis, rise of ISIS and the
pervasive Jihadist terror menace. In Iraq itself,
Saddam's secular regime which ruthlessly
suppressed Islamist extremism has been replaced
by a corrupt, war-ruined pro-Western state marred
by corruption and Sunni-Shia sectarian strife. This
latest tragedy in the saga of the cradle of
civilisation, like many before [Genghis Khan's
grandson attacked Baghdad in 1258, Tamerlane did
likewise in 1401] was inflicted by outside
aggressors, oblivious or at worst destructive of its
unique cultural heritage over five turbulent yet
hugely creative millennia. John Robertson’s vividly
informative IRAQ – A HISTORY [Oneworld £25] is
a richly comprehensive panorama from Sumerians,
Babylonians and Romans to the Abbasids [762-1258] under whom
Baghdad was "the most eminent seat of science and learning in
the world" and Ottomans [1534-1917] to modern era UK
occupation and arbitrary creation of Iraq [1921] and reactive rise
of secular nationalism. Now torn by war against ISIS, this oil-rich
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country so vital for Middle East stability, has yet to
attain peace and prosperity. Unless it does so the
prospects for lasting peace across the region are
bleak.
*
*
*
*
Violence and inequality, two of the great scourges
afflicting humanity down the ages, have been
intimately connected argues Stanford University
historian Walter Sheidel. His major innovative study
The Great Leveler: Violence and the History of
Inequality [Princeton Univ. Press £27.95] ranges
with remarkable sweep and detail from Stone Age to
21st century. His core thesis is that inequality
reduces in the wake of seismic shocks – mass
violence, transformative revolutions, state collapse
and plagues – only to rise again with peace and
stability. Does this disturbing analysis hold true
today? Contemporary shocks – terrorism/’War on Terror’, financial
crash, migration crisis – are occurring alongside rising inequality,
with the latter itself fuelling community divisions and violence. The
daunting challenge for the global community is to reduce
inequality and violence simultaneously.
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UN BACKS NUCLEAR WEAPONS BAN
On July 2017 at UN Headquarters in New York, a Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons was agreed by the Special Conference
by 122 votes to 1 with 1 abstention. It will enter into force 90 days after receiving 50 ratifications. Under Article 1 – ‘Prohibitions’ –
Each State Party undertakes never under any circumstances to:
(a) Develop, test, produce, manufacture, otherwise acquire, possess or stockpile nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices;
(b) Use or threaten to use nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices.
There is much more than this – a very long Preamble and 20 articles – but these are the two crucial ones. All nuclear weapons are
unequivocally banned. This momentous event is the culmination, in particular, of four years of campaigning by non-nuclear weapon
states and civil society, since the first international conference on the humanitarian consequences of nuclear weapons, sponsored by
the Norwegian government in 2013. The nine nuclear weapons powers did not participate in these negotiations, and refuse to recognise
the treaty at present. But legal experts and campaigners believe that when it officially becomes international law, they will be forced
to take cognisance of it, just as other ban treaties e.g. Landmines Convention are obeyed even by non-signature states. [Full Report –
UfP website]
Frank Jackson, UfP Vice-President (Frank Jackson represented UfP & Abolition 2000 UK among observers at the UN Conference)

SEPTEMBER PEACE DAYS 2017
UfP urges members to support events held by civic institutions and NGOs for UN International Peace Day 21 September and
International Prayer for Peace Day 24 September. If you wish to hold a special faith event for the latter, eg. Peace Prayer Vigil, for
resources contact Rev.Brian Cooper [£6 cheque to 'Churches/Inter-Faith/UfP] 144/1 Whitehouse Loan,Edinburgh EH9 2AN. [Please
specify if inter-faith event]. Edinburgh Events include Inter-Faith Service for UN Peace Day: 'From the Local to the Global' : Sunday
24 September at St.Mark's Unitarian Church, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh, conducted by Rev. Brian Cooper.

ANNUAL ERSKINE CHILDERS SYMPOSIUM 2017
Theme:
CAN THE UNITED NATIONS BUILD A PEACEFUL WORLD?
“To Save Succeeding Generations from the Scourge of War”
A Panel of Distinguished Speakers will Discuss this Key Issue. [Details – see UfP Website]

Hilton London Euston • 17/18 Upper Woburn Place, London WC1H 0HT
Thursday 12 October 2017 • 6.30 – 9.00pm

Theme:

UfP 2017 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
‘WORLD RELIGIONS FOR PEACE’
Advocating the positive role of faiths in building a more peaceful world

Speakers include:

Rev. Dr. Marcus Braybrooke – President, World Congress of Faiths
Rev. Brian Cooper – Interfaith Secretary, Uniting for Peace
Imam Monawar Hussain – Director, The Oxford Foundation
Roy Sutherwood – Director, Jamyang Buddhist Centre
Mark Owen – Director, Winchester Centre of Religion, Reconciliation and Peace
Vijay Mehta – Chair, Uniting for Peace

SATURDAY 25 NOVEMBER 2017 • 10.30-16.30
WESLEY’S CHAPEL • 49 CITY ROAD • EC1 1AU • CITY of LONDON

Nearest T ube: O ld S treet

More details see UfP website • Registration: Vijay Mehta – 0207-791-1717 • vijay@vmpeace.org • Brian Cooper – 0131-446-9545
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